Cloud Computing

PCCW Global offers a range of Cloud Services that enable ubiquitous, convenient and scalable network access to a shared pool of computing resources. Accessed via secure MPLS or GIA, PCCW Global’s Cloud Services are backed by a redundant and high availability global network.

PCCW Global provides infrastructure to our customers as a service so that customers can conserve their resources and focus on their business. This solution, built on virtualization technology, gives our customers flexible options while ensuring their infrastructure has the capacity to support their communications needs.

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) includes virtual servers and virtual storage, which transform the traditional physical servers and SAN (Storage Area Network) to cloud-based services.
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Key benefits to your business
- Improve agility / flexibility / responsiveness
- Reduce complexity cost and IT touch points
- Enable unencumbered collaboration and globalization
- Enable a focus on core business vs IT
Specifications

- Service can be accessed via either GIA or MPLS
- Server pools run in Tier 3+, secured carrier-grade data center
- Resilience hardware architecture and auto failover
- VLAN and VPN protection on per customer basis
- Platform protected by network firewall

Features

- Management portal and console
- Virtual router
- Virtual firewall
- Virtual load balancer
- Snapshots to back up server images